Intelligent Re-design
by Kate Jones, RFSPE
A savant from Sweden by name of Arrhenius
About CO2 made no guesses erroneous.
In eighteen hundred ninety-six he found
How temperature ranges could be bound.
That fascinating Swedish reference
Will challenge mankind’s climate preference:
To warm the globe and grow more crops
Or chill it till the temperature drops.
Before the human proliferation
Earth did its own obliteration
With hot and cold and wet and dry
To see what critters would live and die.
Can our bright scientific thinkers
Like Svante who with gases tinkers
Re-engineer the planet’s stasis
To be life’s permanent oasis?
Evolution copes with change erratic
While comfort craves conditions static.
Yet all that holds our species here
Is this flimsy layer of atmosphere.
The comfort seekers don’t deny
That change is happening. They rely
On automatic fixes that don’t require
They change any habit or desire.
And should the surface flood or freeze,
Its innards burst and boil its seas,
And space detritus come raining in,
Will our smarter minds learn how to win?
It would be a pity, don’t you think,
For humans to vanish in a blink
When a million years of patient gain
Produced nature’s triumph, the reasoning
brain?
And if we can’t manage to stay alive,
At least the microbes will survive
In thermal vents and glacier bands,
In bogs and swamps and desert sands,
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Midst noxious fumes, in airless caves,
On gale-force winds and battering waves.
Microorganisms will prevail.
Will they rebuild us? There hangs the tale.
n n n

Yearning for Immortality
by Kate Jones, RFSPE
For beliefs in myths, in wishful thinking’s
realm
That one assumèd resurrection every death
o’erwhelm
We posit one omnipotence that hears the
chosens’ pleas
And orders them to kill all those who will not
bend their knees.
What algorithm of the mind drives
protoplasm’s striving,
Inventing thoughts and tools for physical
surviving?
What flaw within the program makes room
for murderous powers?
No rescue from above will come; the task is
only ours.
We are not sheep, nor herds nor flocks, nor
inadvertent sinners.
Upon the Universe’s spinning wheel,
collaborators will be winners.
n n n

Morning
by James R. Hansen, FSPE
Sunrise nudges me awake,
peeling away the darkness of my dreams
and revealing the prize of a new day.
I let my nightmares go
and embrace the dawn
with a freshness drawn
from the depths of my soul,
as I rise to claim my prize.
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